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BE ORGANISED 
 
HAVE YOUR TRAINING/PLAYING KIT READY  
 
Dress 
Skirt 
Top 
Hoodie 
Tracksuit bottoms 
Socks & Underwear 
Trainers 
 
Hair tied up 
No jewellery 
Shoes laces secure 
 
Water bottle – no fizzy drinks 
Carbohydrates – muffins, banana, jelly babies 
 
Ensure that you have your coach and team manager’s telephone 
number/contact details 
 
Ensure that you have a copy of your team’s fixtures 
 
Be aware of any important dates – tournaments; team fundraising; 
presentation evening. 
 
Attend training regularly and notify your team manager/coach is you are 
unable to attend. 
 
To keep up-to-date with news check out: 
 deesidenetballclub.co.uk & northeastwalesnetball.co.uk websites 
 
If you have any news, blog or would like to see any information on our website 
please contact our publicity officer: nickiparry1501@aol.com or contact us 
through our website ‘contact us’ form. 
 
 
 

TRAIN HARD, PLAY HARD & ENJOY BEING 
PART OF A PROGRESSIVE CLUB 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:nickiparry1501@aol.com
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BASIC STRETCHES     
 Go slow! Always stretch slowly and evenly. Hold the stretch for about fifteen 

seconds and release slowly as well.  
 Never bounce or jerk while stretching. This can cause injury as a muscle is 

pushed beyond it’s ability. All stretches should be smooth, and slow.  
 Don’t forget to breathe. Flexibility exercises should be relaxing. Deep easy, 

even breathing is key to relaxation. Never hold your breath while you stretch.  
 Try to stretch a little further with each stretch. Again, only to the point of mild 

tension. 

Recommended Stretches 

Hamstrings: Sit on the floor with one leg straight in front of you and the other leg 
bent (with the sole of the foot touching the inside thigh of the outstretched leg). Keep 
your back straight and lean forward from the hips. Slide your arms forward toward 
your outstretched foot. Stop when you feel a pull in the hamstring. Hold for 15 
seconds and repeat with the other leg extended.  

Hips: Lie on your back. Bend your left leg and bring it toward you. Grasp your left 
knee gently with your right hand and pull it slightly down and to the right until you feel 
a stretch. Turn your head to the left. Your right leg should stay flat on the floor. Hold 
for 10 seconds and repeat with the other leg.  

Low back: Lay flat on the floor with knees bent. Use your hands to pull them toward 
your chest. Lift your head and shoulders off the floor until your head is approximately 
six inches from your knees. Cross your ankles. Gently rock yourself back and forth in 
this position for 30 seconds.  

Quadriceps: Lie on your right side with your right knee bent at a 90-degree angle. 
Bend your left leg and hold onto the ankle with your left hand. Gently pull your left 
heel in toward the left side of your butt. As soon as you feel a stretch in your left 
quad, slowly lower your left knee toward the floor behind your right knee. Hold for 15 
seconds and repeat with the other leg.  

Calves: Stand an arm's length away from a wall with your feet shoulder-width apart. 
Slide the left foot back approximately 18 inches, keeping the knee straight and both 
heels flat on the floor. Bend your right knee and slowly move your pelvis forward until 
you feel a stretch in the calf and Achilles of the left leg. Hold for 15 seconds and 
repeat with the other leg.  

WARM-UPS, consisting of stretching and flexibility exercises should be performed 
for a minimum of 5-7 minutes before aerobic exercise. The purpose of warm-ups 
includes: keeping muscles supple, increasing range of motion of joints, enhancing 
flexibility, improving coordination, increasing body temperature and heart rate, 
increasing blood flow to muscles and preventing injuries. 

COOL-DOWNS, consisting of slow walking and stretching, are performed after 
aerobic exercise for duration of 5-7 minutes. The purpose of cool-downs is to 
gradually return your heart rate and blood pressure to resting or pre-exercise levels. 
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10 WAYS TO HELP YOUR BODY RECOVER AFTER EXERCISE 
 
HYDRATION  

 
There is good evidence that players who become dehydrated are more 
susceptible to the negative effects of fatigue, including loss of performance 
and increased risk of injury. There is also growing evidence that excessive 
sweat losses, especially high salt losses, can be a factor in some of the 
muscle cramps that affect players in training and competition.’ Even a modest 
degree of dehydration can impair decision-making!! 
 

REMEMBER! IMMEDIATELY after all training sessions and matches: 
 

1. THINK ABOUT DRINKING – drink as soon as you feel thirsty.  Have 
your own drink bottle(s) available. 

 
2. Drink on the way to the changing rooms, in the changing room, before 

a shower, after a shower. Help the recovery process by drinking while 
training and playing. 

 
3. Drink non-alcoholic fluids like Gatorade, Isotar, Lucozade 

 
4. Eat carbohydrate foods as soon as you can and don’t be afraid to keep 

your carbohydrate levels topped up between meals by eating snacks 
such as sandwiches, cold pasta, bananas, raisins, boiled sweets.  

 
5. IF you are not sure what is provided at a venue take your own with you 

 
6. IF carbohydrate drinks are not available to you, drink water.  You 

should drink PLENTY of water every day plus extra when you exercise. 
 

7. Avoid alcohol after training and playing 
 
8. IF you do drink alcohol, always drink lots of water before you go to bed 

as well as the next day 
 
9. Always keep an extra drinking bottle(s) in the fridge.  As soon as you 

arrive home from training or playing, go to the fridge and continue 
drinking from the bottle 

 
10. Whenever you are eating a meal, or watching T.V., drink non-alcoholic 

fluids such as Lucozade sport, Gatorade, water, squash 

 
An athlete’s diet must be high in carbohydrate, moderate in protein, low in fat, 
include sufficient vitamins and minerals, & plenty of fluid. 
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ICE AN INJURY 
 

Icing an injured body part is an important part of the acute 
treatment process. Learn how to properly ice your injury. 

 
 

Difficulty: Average 

Time required: 15 minutes 
Here's How: 

1. Get the ice on quickly. 
Icing is most effective in the immediate period following an injury. The 
effect of icing diminishes significantly after about 48 hours.  

2. Perform an 'ice massage'. 
Apply ice directly to the injury. Move the ice frequently, not allowing it to 
sit in one spot.  

3. Don't forget to elevate. 
Keep the injured body part elevated above the heart while icing--this 
will further help reduce swelling.  

4. Watch to clock! 
Ice for 15-20 minutes, NEVER LONGER. You can do more damage to 
the tissues, including frostbite, by icing for too long.  

5. Allow time between treatments. 
Allow area to warm for at least 45 minutes or an hour before beginning 
the icing routine again. 

6. Repeat as desired. 
Ice as frequently as you wish, so long as the area is warm to touch and 
has normal sensation before repeating.  

 
Tips: 

1. Ice Option 1 -- Traditional: 
Use a ziplock bag with ice cubes or crushed ice. Add a little water to 
the ice bag so it will conform to your body.  

2. Ice Option 2 -- Best: 
Keep paper cups filled with water in your freezer. Peel the top of the 
cup away and massage the ice-cup over the injury in a circular pattern 
allowing the ice to melt away.  

3. Ice Option 3 -- Creative: 
Use a bag of frozen peas or corn from the frozen goods section. This 
option provides a reusable treatment method that is also edible.  
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AGONY ANKLES 

 
Hints on how to look after a sprained ankle 
 
Why are ankles at risk? 

Sprained ankles are the most common injury in the game of Netball. 

Ankles are more mobile on the outside of the joint, due to the shape 

of the joint. When a player jumps for the ball or lands on an uneven 

surface, like another player’s foot or the base of a post, then the 

player will loose balance and go over on their ankle. 
 

The ligament – a fibrous band that joins one bone to another, is the 

most common injured area of the ankle. 
 

There are three degrees of sprain. 

First degree: this is a mild stretch of the ligament, which produces 

bruising and swelling. Mild pain is felt at the end of the range of 

movement. There is no loss of stability in the joint and strength 

remains normal. 

Second degree: this is a moderate overstretch with tearing of some 

of the fibres of the ligament, which produces moderate pain (felt on 

any movement of the ankle) and swelling. There is minimal joint 

stability and there is a slight decrease in strength. 

Third degree: this is a severe overstretching of the ligament with a 

complete tear of the ligament. There is considerable swelling and pain 

in the area. The severe pain may increase or, in some cases, 

decrease. There will be severe joint instability, which may be hidden 

by protective muscle spasm and strength will be greatly reduced. 
 

What immediate treatment should be given? 

Stop the player from walking if it is painful to do so. Protect the 

player from further injury by taking the player off the court. Get 

some ice or some cold water and place it on the injured area. Take 

care, though, because ice can burn, especially if the injured area is 

sweaty.  

Once the ice has been removed apply compression preferably with a 

crepe bandage. Do not make the bandage too tight as this can inhibit 

circulation. 

Elevate the foot, preferably placing it higher that the player’s heart. 

Rest the limb whilst it is too painful to move. But that does not mean 

that the rest of the body has to rest too!! The player still has three 

uninjured limbs. The fitness of those uninjured limbs can be 
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maintained through the weights, sit-ups, press-ups and later in the 

rehabilitation programme, swimming and cycling. 

 

Hospital? 

If the player has not gone straight to hospital and the ankle is still 

painful the next day, get the player to hospital. Remember no-one 

has x-ray eyes! 
 

When can the player play again? 

Most injuries take at around six weeks to heal. During that time, if 

the injury is more than a slight sprain help should be sought from a 

physiotherapist. If the rest of the body remains fit, then the return 

time will be quicker. The player should be able to do the following 

before they play: 

Move the ankle in all directions as far as their other ankle without 

pain 

Balance on the injured ankle with eyes open and eyes closed for at 

least half a minute without pain 

Stretch the ankle in all directions without pain 

Run, jump, hop and pivot on the injured ankle without pain 
 

Be careful not to return too soon. Some are tempted to start again 

when the ankle is still painful. Compensating for an injured limb can 

mean another one becoming injured. Will lead to deterioration in 

speed and skill on the court and the injured area is prone to further 

injury because it has been weakened. 
 

Too strap or not? 

Finally many players ask whether they should have such injuries 

strapped. Nothing will protect the ankle as much as having a full 

range of movement, good balance and strong supple muscles to 

support the joint before playing again. The ankle is never totally 

supported by taping or a splint. Taping, if put under enough stress, 

can rip and supports will bend or not have enough give and, 

therefore, put other joints under stress. 
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AGONY FINGERS 
 
Understanding ligament injuries of the fingers 

 

 
Finger Sprains 
Finger sprains are injuries that cause a stretching of the ligaments of the 
fingers or thumb. The most common cause of a finger sprain is a fall onto your 
hand or when catching the ball it forces your finger to bend or move into an 
unnatural position. Often the finger bends unusually causing the ligament 
injury and subsequent pain.  

What are the symptoms of a finger sprain? 
Symptoms of a finger sprain include pain, swelling, and tenderness of the 
finger. An x-ray should be performed to ensure that there is no fracture of the 
bones.  

How is a finger sprain treated? 
Finger sprains are often splinted or buddy taped for a short period of time. So 
long as there was no fracture or dislocation, most finger sprains should be 
allowed to move within about a week. Splinting the sprained finger during 
sports can help protect the injury, but unnecessarily splinting the finger can 
cause it to stiffen up.  

You should discuss with your doctor when to begin finger motion.  

Other treatments for a finger sprain include:  

o Ice the injured finger  
o Elevate if there is swelling  
o Take an anti-inflammatory medication  
o Gently move the finger to prevent stiffening  

What are signs of a finger fracture? 
Most finger fractures are caused by a trauma such as a fall onto the hand or 
when catching the ball it forces your finger to bend or move into an unnatural 
position. Signs of a broken finger include:  

o Pain when touching the bone  
o Swelling of the finger  
o Difficulty moving the finger  
o Deformity of the finger  

What should be done if I have a finger fracture? 
If you have the above symptoms, your doctor will likely obtain an X-ray to 
determine if there is a fracture and determine the subsequent treatment. Then 
follow your doctors’ recommendations for when to begin finger motion. 

 
 

http://orthopedics.about.com/cs/sprainsstrains/ht/iceinjury.htm
http://orthopedics.about.com/cs/paindrugs/a/nsaids.htm
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How to Prevent Blisters 
 

Good fitting shoes 

 

Trainers should be good fitting cross 
trainers 

If there are any tight areas on a pair of trainers, then this area 
needs stretching, before the shoes are worn. 

 
TIGHT OR LOOSE FITTING SHOES CAN CAUSE 

BLISTERS 
 

Running shoes may fit comfortable, but generally they do not 
protect the feet from stains, sprains and torsions to the foot that 
occur in a game of Netball 
 

Socks 
 

Socks should fit the feet well, and should fit the foot well, 
especially at the toes and the heel. 
Creases in socks, as well as socks that are too small and those 
that are too big can cause blisters. 
 

MAKE SURE THAT PLAYERS CHANGE THEIR SOCKS 
OFTEN, AND THAT THEY FIT WELL. 

 
Rough skin, corns, calluses and nails 
These can all cause tender areas, on the foot, which can cause 
blisters 
 

PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN CURE 
 

Socks that prevent blisters 
Ask in sports shops, they may be a little more expensive than your 
usual sports socks. 
It is better to find good socks than continually having to strap and 
pad the feet. 
 
 

Invest in some blister plasters from the chemist 

 


